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Compactification to four dimensions



N=2 world-sheet 
supersymmetry

Superstring in four 
dimensions

Supercoset
models work 
with Kazama

Geometrical 
interpretations?



Mirror Symmetry

◆4dim 
N=2

×
Target
space

worldsheet 2次元 N=(2,2) SCFT

A-twistB-twist

Topological A-model 
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Topological B-model on 
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Mirror 
symmetry

Witten

Ⅱ型 string theory /         

Some of the 
physical 

quantities can be 
obtained exactly



Mirror SymmetryOPEN

Becker-Becker-
Strominger

Ooguri-Oz-Yin

×Target space

Worldsheet
2dim N=2 boundary SCFT

A-twistB-twist

ⅡA：special 
Lagrange 

submanifold
（D6）
ⅡB：
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（D3, D5, D7, 

D9）

A-brane
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Topological A-model 
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＋
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Open
Mirror 
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◆4dim 
N=1

typeII string theory /         + supersymmetric D-brane

superpotentials



Worldsheet instanton effects (A-side)

Closed case

Open case

Quantum
Contributions

Classical
contributions

map

Classical
contributions Quantum

contributions

brane

map



B-model side

Computation of 
superpotential

Lerche

No instantons

Still hard to 
obtain 

For compact 
CY??

For non-compact 
CY successfull

Superpotentials for physically interesting 
models?

Cosmological applications



What is open string mirror symmetry?

A-model
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Disc invariants

World sheet 
instanton

disc



Evaluation of 3-
chain integral

(superpotentials)

Mirror map Disc invariants



3 chain integral
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Superpotential induced by D５-
brane

D-brane in 
Compact 

manifolds 



Mirror symmetry on the quintic

Defining Polynomial

Period integral
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Walcher 06



3-chain integral

Morrison Walcher
arXiv:0709.4028 

vanishes without 
boundaryes
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Picard-Fuchs equations



3-chain integral
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two singular points 

requires the resolution of singularities

main 
contributions
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Mirror map

terms added for 

consistency
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Morrison Walcher arXiv:0709.4028 
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Walcher 06 



How to obtain disc invariants?

Picard Fuchs analysis: 
straightforward
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However…



Problems with Picard Fuchs analysis

Rigorous but tedious 

boundary terms
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Quintic



 Inclusions of boundary moduli

On-shell 
superpotentials

Minimizing 
superpotentials

Fixing boundary moduli

A-model
Interpretati

ons?

Problems on the normalizationHowever



another method we performed

explicit integrations
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analytic continuations

mixture of the 
singularities
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Fuji,Nakayama,Shimizu
,H.S. in preparation



We can obtain superpotential induced by 
the presence of D-branes in compact CY 

by explicit integrations.
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Simple integrals



2.Evaluation of 3-chain Integral

Defining equation
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Boundary

Boundary
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Boundary

Integration over Y Y no boundary even at the 
boundary
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3-chain
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Factorized integrals

Analytic 
continuations



Integral with boundary            Line 
integrals
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Singularities
s=2n+1: single poles

s=2n: double poles

desired result

logarithmic
terms are 
derived
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 Inclusions of boundary moduli

Fixing boundary moduli

A-model
Interpretations?



Calabi-Yau fourfolds

With intersection

Mina Aganagic, 
Christopher 

BeemarXiv:0909.2245

We can perform the integrals 
with open-string moduli

Hypergeometric series 
around on-shell points



6.Conclusions

We have evaluated 3-chain integrals 
by explicit integrations (with open-
string moduli)

We could predict the results which 
has not been proved by A-models

We need some generic formula for 
normalization, Case by Case?
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Discussions

Analytic continuations

Resolutions of the singular 
boundary 

?

Off-shell extensions

contributions
from 

boundaries
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Analysis for each modelsJohannes Walcher

arXiv:0712.2775

Generic analysis?





assumptio
n



Negative 
integers

We could not find any good 
generic formula for 

normalization



Generality of disc invariants?

I do not know

experiments

Shifting indices by 1/2

integer numbers?

very 
few 

example
s
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Strange phenomena

Shifting indices n2 by 1/2?

We have claimed
the are no discs! 
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Elliptic fibered K3
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elliptic fibered K3
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S,T,U model

Physicall
y

interesti
ng
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mirror map produces integer 
numbers
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Relations to the geometries?

should be continued
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